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In keeping with the urgent need to respond at different levels to the damage being inflicted on
‘earth our home’ the VPSJ is very grateful to Sr. Anna Byrne DC for once again providing a valuable
resource on a major concern – the ever increasing mountains of waste.

Wackaging*
I have
lost
weight

Grab
go!

Deals
*'Wackaging' or wacky packaging, refers to the increasingly overly familiar product packaging that uses
quirky and eye-catching text or images. Food in the package is humanised and describes ‘itself in the
first person’ e.g. ‘Keep me in the fridge’! No doubt it is clever advertising to use slogans in order to attract
the buyer to purchase non-essentials. However, the packaging, often comprising a mix of plastics, ends up
in landfill.
Supermarkets use catchwords e.g. ‘Deals’ ‘Cheaper’, ‘Saturday Sale’ that are strategically placed to
attract the attention of the shopper. These too, support the ‘wackaging’ phenomena, increases our urge to
buy many items that were not on our shopping list and again contribute immensely to landfill.

Language is powerful in its ability to shape our perspective.
Secondary marketing or incentivised items, e.g. soft toys too, are a form of ‘wackaging’.
Frequently made from plastic these also contribute to landfill.
‘The earth, our home, is beginning to look more and more like an immense pile of filth.’ Laudato Si’ 21.
‘Purchasing is always a moral act, not simply an economic one’ Laudato Si’ 206
“Mindless pollution, …. The creation of excessive waste through excessive consumption, calls for new eyes and ears.”
(H. O’Donnell)
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“Wackaging” – How did it start?
In 1999, a group of entrepreneurial students in Cambridge, started a company to make ‘Innocent
Smoothies’. There was extra space on the labels so; ‘we had to fill it with something’. Instead of shrinking
their labels, they chose to include jokes, factoids and quirky comments. What ‘Innocent’ did was daring in
the late 1990s, but its influence has spread now a lot of packaging has an overly twee bent. Since ‘Innocent’
began, other brands have emerged that have a more human and informal “ tone of voice” on their
packaging and/or have added their own approach to ‘wackaging’. (Guardian Environment)

For example:

Knitted caps for bottles!

Cute teddies to accompany flowers!

Text on labels that have little to do with the product for sale is also a form of ‘Wackaging’. –‘Proudly Irish’,
‘Naturally passionate!’ attempts to appeal to the public - if we continue to succumb to this cunning
advertising gimmick MORE plastic will end up in landfill. Advertising can be economical with the truth.
Might it be better for the makers of Glenisk to invest in researching biodegradeable packaging?

“Proudly Irish’ ‘Naturally passionate’
‘Standing shoulder ToShoulder with Men’s
and Women’s Irish Ruby Teams’

Why be concerned about an ingenious product design?
Manufacture of plastic uses fossil fuels and contributes significantly to climate change. If present trends
continue, by 2050 there will be 12 billion metric tons of plastic in landfills. The UK alone produces more
than 170m tonnes of waste every year, much of it food packed in plastic. While it has revolutionised the
way we store and consume food, there is now so much of it that landfills can’t cope. Some of it is
poisonous, and some of it never degrades. It can take 450 years for some types of plastic bottle to break
down; one type, PET, while recyclable, doesn’t biodegrade at all. Remember we never actually throw
anything “away” – it’s really just put somewhere else. (Guardian)

Misuse of single-use plastic causes a death every 30 seconds -

UN biodiversity report 06.05.2019

“An August Midnight”

*

I
A shaded lamp and a waving blind,
And the beat of a clock from a distant floor:
On this scene enter--winged, horned, and
spined A longlegs, a moth, and a dumbledore;
While 'mid my page there idly stands
A sleepy fly, that rubs its hands . . .

What can I do?
Influence the present.

II
Thus meet we five, in this still place,
At this point of time, at this point in space.
- My guests parade my new-penned ink,
Or bang at the lamp-glass, whirl, and sink.
"God's humblest, they!" I muse. Yet why?
They know Earth-secrets that know not I.
Thomas Hardy (1840-1928)

‘No one has to do
everything but everyone
has to do something.’
Dorothy Day

Aim for a new lifestyle and avoid products where the producer invests money in advertising rather than in
sustainable packaging. Be a conscientious consumer who chooses to frequent environmentally aware
stores. Shift from a culture of indifference to engagement by pressurising supermarkets to provide
products without ‘wackaging’ and single use plastic. Request items that allow living sustainably - e.g loose
fruit and vegetables. (Laudato Si’ 203-208).
“Bring healthy pressure to bear on those who wield political, economic and social power.” This is what
happens when consumer choices are able to “change the way businesses operate, forcing them to consider
their environmental footprint and their patterns of production and advertising” (Laudato Si’ 206). If we all
started removing the packaging at checkouts, supermarkets might suddenly take notice. Never accept
plastic plates, cutlery or paper/polystyrene cups when travelling or in restaurants.
Shop in ‘markets’- if possible. Visit outlets that do not provide packaging and allow for re-usable plastic
boxes or jars to pack to pack foodstuffs. Also visit those where refilling is encouraged e.g. washing up
liquid. Items in these stores can also be cheaper!
Among the stores that facilitate this are:
Small-Changes, 40 Drumcondra Rd Lower, Dublin
Dublin Food Co-Op. Kilmainham, Dublin
Good Day Deli, Douglas Street. Cork
Join waste campaign; https://renewourworld.net/2019/05/join-our-waste-campaign/.
Practice an ‘environmental examen’ as a community. ‘It can help convert us to care for creation and for
the most vulnerable of the human family.’ B. Grogan. pg. 55.

“People in poverty will suffer most” from our consumer habits.

Laudato Si’ 31

Beware of being a ‘silent witness to terrible injustices’ Laudato Si’ 36.

Reflection and Prayer
AN INSIDIOUS IDOL
Commerce is supported by keeping the individual at odds
with himself and others, by making us want more than we need, and offering credit to buy what refined senses do
not want.
The masses become shackled; I see how their eyes weep
and are desperate - of course they feel desperate – for something,
for some remedy
that a poor soul then feels needs
to be bought.
Meister Eckhart (1260-1328) trans. by Daniel Ladinsky
Well-arranged Lives
We are a people of privilege and
entitlement. We are among the haves –
we have education, connection, power
and wealth. Too often we are indulgent
and self-sufficient consumers. We speak of
our achievements and accomplishments.
Sometimes we offer God liturgies of
disregard, litanies of selves made too
big. But we hear faint reminders of a
better way.
Walter Brueggemann
Close to being empty-handed.
We are among the builders,
we do silos and missile silos,
we do tall towers and large granaries,
we do pyramids and monuments and steeples and high-rises,
we build because we are able,
because it looks good,
because it feels good,
because we have so much stuff to store
we need bigger, better barns.
We make it tall and shiny and beautiful
only to discover that moth and rust consume,
only to discover that shiny surface turns empty shell,
only to discover that storage is for goods that melt and sour.
We end closer to empty-handed than we imagined.

Walter Brueggemann

Prayer: O God of the poor, help us to rescue the abandoned and forgotten of this earth, so precious in your eyes.
Bring healing to our lives, that we may protect the world and not prey on it, that we may sow beauty, not pollution
and destruction. Touch the hearts of those who look only for gain at the expense of the poor and the earth. Teach
us to discover the worth of each thing, to be filled with awe and contemplation, to recognise that we are profoundly
united with every creature as we journey towards your infinite light. We thank you for being with us each day.
Encourage us, we pray, in our struggle for justice, love and peace. Pope Francis, 2015 A prayer for our earth.
Laudato Si’
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